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PARAMETERIZATION OF THE OCEANIC MIXED LAYER FOR USE

IN. GENERAL CIRCULATION MODELS

L. INTRODUCTION

Realization that the sea surface temperature (SST) is an impor-

tant factor affecting the amount of heat flux between ocean and

atmosphere has stimulated research to develop mathematical models of

the upper oceanic mixed layer in order to more accurately determine

SST. The apparent relationship of large scale SST anomalies to

changes in the general circulation of the atmosphere has led to the

development of methods for parameterizing the mixed layer for use

in oceanic general circulation models (OGLM's). This thesis des-

cribes and tests three possible methods of parameterization of

mixed layer for use in an OGCM with coarse vertical resolution of the

upper ocean.

Two recent papers have suggested possible parameterization

methods. The first is Bryan t al. (1975), in which the wind mixing

considered by Kraus and Turner (1967) is parameterized and heat re-

distributed downward through successive OGCM layers, so that heat is

conserved and the potential energy gained during the mixing is equal

to the energy supplied by the wind. The second method, suggested by

Haney and Davies (1976), assumes the mixed layer depth to be the

lesser of the Ekman depth and the Monin-Obukhov length. They include

both wind mixing and convective mixing and obtain the heat flux at the

bottom of the mixed layer, from which they compute the heat flux at

the base of any OGCM layer within the mixed layer by linear inter-
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polation between the values of the heat flux at the top and bottom of

the mixed layer.

In an OGCM with arbitrarily many layers to describe the uppermost

layers of the ocean, different paraineterizations of the mixed layer

may produce similar results since the mixed layer depth is always

close to the depth of an integer number of OGCM layers. However, as

vertical resolution is decreased and fewer OGCM layers are used to

describe the mixed layer, various parameterizations may yield signi-

ficantly different results. It is therefore of interest when

examining the behavior of various parameterizations to use an OGCM

with coarse vertical resolution of the upper ocean. The model of

Bryan et al. uses three layers and Haney and Davies' model uses five

layers to describe the top 200 meters of the ocean, the depth of

which is approximately the lower limit of the mixed layer base. The

OGCM used here contains only two layers to describe the uppermost 500

meters and thus is expected to produce significantly different results

depending on the parameterization method used.

The three methods chosen differ primarily in the manner in which

the mixed layer depth is obtained. In the first method the mixed

layer depth is the depth of the base of one or more OGCM layers (50,

500, 2500, or 5000 m). In the second method the mixed layer depth is

found diagnostically in a manner similar to that used by Haney and

Davies to obtain the Monin-Obukhov length, and in the third it is

determined prognostically as was done by Kim (1976). In view of

the prognostic determination of the mixed layer depth., the mixed layer
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temperature is explicitly predicted to give the SST in the prognostic

method, whereas the SST is equated to the temperature of the uppermost

OGCM layer in the methods in which the mixed layer depth is either

predetermined or determined diagnostically.

Chapter II contains a brief description of the factors influ-

encing the evolution of the upper oceanic mixed layer, a review of

previous models of the mixed layer, and a description of the model to

be parameterized and embedded into the OGCM. The three parameter-

ization methods to be considered are described in Chapter III and the

results of the experimental runs are described in Chapter IV. Chapter

V contains further discussion and suggestions for possible improvement

of the parameterization methods.
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II. THE UPPER OCEANIC MIXED LAYER

The vertical structure of the upper oceanic mixed layer is quite

uniform, due to active turbulent mixing which destroys gradients of

momentum, temperature and salinity (see figure 1).

Variations in the depth of the mixed layer depend on the relative

importance of insolation, surface heat loss (back flux) and surface

wind speed. The absorption of penetrative insolation decreases with

depth so that it acts to stratify the upper layers of ocean. Turbu-

lent kinetic energy generated by the back flux and wind act to destroy

this stratification. This back flux cools the ocean surface, gener-

ating cold plumes which sink and create convective motions; wind stress

generates turbulence by creating shear within the mixed layer. If the

turbulent kinetic energy generated by either the back flux or wind is

insufficient to balance dissipation by friction, and stratification

due to insolation, the mixed layer will become shallower. If excess

energy is available some of it will be converted to potential energy

as colder, denser water below the mixed layer is replaced by turbulent

warmer mixed layer water through the mechanism of entrainment. En-

traimnent results in deepening of the mixed layer as the interface

separating turbulent and quiescent water moves downward. Some of the

excess energy is also used to generate the turbulent motions of the

newly entrained quiescent water (spin up). The rate of mixed layer

deepening is given by

=w -w
9t e
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(for definitions of these and other symbols to be introduced later

refer to the List of Symbols).

Variations of the temperature of the mixed layer are due to the

net heat flux into the layer by insolation, back flux and entrainment:

3T (R0 Rh - B) + (wTTt)h

at h
(1)

The depth of the mixed layer fluctuates from tens to hundreds of

meters over a wide range of time scales from hours to months in res-

ponse to variations in insolation, back flux and surface wind speed.

Insolation varies primarily on diurnal, synoptic and annual time

scales. During the day, the mixed layer tends to become shallower

because of the dominant influence of insolation; at night the layer

becomes deeper when excess energy is available causing entrainment to

occur. Diurnal variation of the mixed layer depth and temperature is

the result. On the annual scale varying solar declination causes

variation of the daily mean insolation. This variation is responsible

for the annual cycle of the mixed layer depth and temperature. Vari-

ations of surface wind, cloud cover, and surface air temperature and

humidity influence the evolution of the mixed layer on a wide range of

time scales, including those already mentioned, by regulating the sur-

face fluxes of momentum and heat.

Besides solar and atmospheric influences, the thermal structure

of the water below the mixed layer, the thermocline, affects the rate

of deepeninz of the mixed layer. The thermal structure of the daily

thermocline is the past history of the mixed layer temperature and is



formed during periods of shallowirig on diurnal scales. The daily

thermocline, however, is diurnally eroded as the mixed layer deepens

nightly to the depth of the seasOnal thermocline, which is similarly

the past history of the mixed layer temperature and is formed during

periods of shallowing on an annual scale. The seasonal thermocline

is annually eroded as the mixed layer deepens in cold seasons and

eventually reaches the depth of the permanent thermocline.

Large scale ocean structure can also influence mixed layer

evolution. Horizontal advections of oceanic properties such as SST

or mixed layer depth may influence the evolution of the mixed layer

locally.

Several one dimensional models of the upper mixed layer have been

developed in recent years. Kitaigorodsky (1960) found the sununer

mixed layer depth diagnostically by balancing the opposing effects

of insolation and wind stress. Kraus and Rooth (1961) considered the

absorption of insolation at depth and pointed out the possibility of

convective production of turbulent energy. Kraus and Turner (1967)

then developed a time dependent model of the seasonal therniocline

including both wind and convective mixing, but neglecting the dissi-

pation of turbulent energy; shallowing of the mixed layer in response

to increased insolation during the spring and summer months generated

a seasonal thermocimne which was subsequently eroded during deepening

in colder months. Dennian (1973) considered diurnal and synoptic scale

forcing of the mixed layer, and included an energy dissipation which

was proportional to the surface wind stress. Pollard et czl. (1973)
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considered the effects of turbulence and resultant entrainment due to

the inertial shear near the bottom of the mixed layer.

Alexander and Kim (1976) found that the Kraus-Turner diagnostic

model for mixed layer depth, which was an extension of the

Kitaigorodsky model, gave realistic results for the summer North

Pacific Ocean, provided the effect of dissipation was appropriately

included to limit mixed layer depths, particularly in regions where

heating was weak. The dissipation consisted of a wind dissipation and

a background dissipation; the wind dissipation D varied exponentially

with mixed layer depth according to

D n0
-yh

= pu(l'-e )
(2)

where u depends on the wind stress (see for examples Denman, 1973).

The background dissipation Db varied linearly with h according to Db =

PE:mh. Kim (1976) used the dissipation scheme of Alexander and Kim

(1976) in a prognostic mixed layer model, choosing y so that

remained constant with changes in mixed layer depth. He also incor-

porated a storage term which allowed prognostic determination of the

mixed layer depth in the shallowing case.

The mixed layer model to be used in the parameterization methods

is a modification of the one dimensional model of Kim (1976) (see

figures 2 and 3). The equations describing the mixed layer (see for

example Kim, 1976) are



F1

0 02fd 21
(w'T?)h = + R0 + Rh

-h
Z + :

h
w'T'dz (3)

(0

Db + pg
J

w'T'dz (4)me
-h

(w'T')1 = -w T . (5)
e

Equation (3) states that the total heat flux varies linearly over the

depth of the mixed layer, and is based on the assumption that changes

in temperature occur uniformly over the depth of the layer. Equation

(4) expresses the conservation of energy in the mixed layer. The en-

trainnient rate is now equivalent to the time rate of change of the

mixed layer depth

Th
w = -
e Dt

since i is taken as zero in a one dimensional model. Equation (5), the

jump equation, states that the vertical heat flux is continuous across

the interface between the turbulent mixed layer and the quiescent water

just below it, where

= T - T
m (6)

(see figure 2). Combining (3), (4) and (5) gives the entrainment rate

W =

B R0 Rh + IhRz + pgah* Db)
. (7)

T+ jj.

Two modifications to the model of Kim (1976) are made. The first

modification is the replacement of the background dissipation by a con-



vective dissipation. The back flux B accounts for the entrainment due

to the formation of cold plumes which penetrate the mixed layer base.

Gill and Turner (1976) suggested that only a small part of the energy

generated by formation of cold plumes acts to entrain while the rest is

lost to dissipation. Thus a better estimate of the effect of surface

cooling would be to replace B with pB where p has a value between zero

and one. This is equivalent to replacing the background dissipation in

(7) with a convective energy dissipation D:

0

21 RzdZ+pgh(G -D -D)* * C
(8)w

c2e m
T

gcth

where D = ½pgcth (1 - p)B (9)

The other modification concerns the values assigned to and

the latter being the parameter in the equation for the wind production

of turbulent energy:

G = nGPU (10)

(see for example Kim, 1976). If buoyancy effects within the mixed layer

are absent the energy available for entrainment is

G - D = GP'* - n0pu(l-e)

The parameter
G
can be found in terms of

D
by letting h . Then

- D flD)Pt1* = 0 and therefore
G D

since for very large

h the wind produced energy should be completely dissipated. Kantha
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et al. (1977) found
D
by measuring We in a laboratory model. In the

model, buoyancy within the mixed layer was not present (R = B = 0) so

that (8) can be written as

where

½(l + Ri)pc'-w = G = nDpue' (11)me

R
gcLhiT

1
c2
m

In addition the experimental conditions were such that Ri >> 1 and

yh << 1 so that (11) becomes

or

where

We 2u

U. cRi rID

w

Ri* '1D

Ri* E4R1
u

Kantha et al. (1977) measured W/U* under the above conditions for

various Ri* and obtained a value for n of 3.0. The values n

3.0 are used here in place of those used by Kim (1976).

By combining (2), (8) and (10), using (9) in place of Db, and

letting n
D'

the entrainment rate becomes

3 -yh
2 -$h 21 2nuePBO[+e (l+)j

+ gah
w = (12)
e LT + c/gch
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where the insolation is assumed to decrease exponentially with depth

= R0e (13)
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III. THE METHODS OF PARAIIETERIZATTON OFTHE MIXED LAYER

The modified model of Kim (1976) described above (hereafter called

KIM) may be parameterized in various ways so that it can be embedded

into an OGCM to provide a more physically realistic value of the SST.

Three pararneterization methods have been chosen which differ in the

manner in which the mixed layer depth is determined, as noted pre-

viously (see Table 1).

The OGCM is a one dimensional version of the coarse vertical

resolution model of Kim and Gates (1978) (see figure 4). The model

contains four layers with thicknesses from top to bottom of 50, 450,

2000, and 2500 meters which are designated iz1, z2, z3 and

respectively. Heat is exchanged by diffusion between any two conse-

quent layers in proportion to the temperature gradient between them;

in addition the uppermost layer also responds to the net heat input

at the sea surface. The heat flux, F1,, between the k-th and (k+l)-

th layers is

Tk+l
Fk4t) = K

½(zk + Lk+l)
, k = 1,2,3

= - , k = 0

=0 ,k=4 (14)

where Q0 R0 - B. The insolation reaching -Az1 is so small that it

may be neglected, i.e. R = 0. The change of temperature of any
-Az1

OGCM layer depends on the net heat flux into that layer:



Fki(t) Fk+t)
Tk(t t) Tk(t)

Zk
t, k = 1,2,3,4 . (15)

Should (15) predict Tk(t + t) < Tk+l(t + t), the two temperatures

are reset to their depth-weighted average temperature so that the total

heat content is conserved (hereafter referred to as convective adjust-

ment). For the purpose of comparison, the OGCM without an embedded

mixed layer will be included in the runs of the three mixed layer

parameterization methods to be described next.

The Predetermined Mixed Layer Depth Method (CONS)

The simplest of the three parameterization methods predetermines

the mixed layer depth as the depth of the base of one or more OGCM

layers previously undergoing convective adjustment. Convective ad-

justment will have occurred if Tk < Tk+l in the same manner as

described with respect to DIFF. For example, the mixed layer depth

increases to h = z1 + if convective adjustment between only the

top two OGCM layers has occurred. In general

J

h = z
'l

AZk

In this paraineterization the turbulent kinetic energy in the

mixed layer is assumed to be constant so that the storage term on the

left-hand side of (4) is zero giving

0 = - D - D + pgaf w'T' dz

with D again replacing Db.
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Combining this equation with (2), (3), and (13) gives the heat flux

due to entrainment

2R 3-yh
0 -8h 2nue

(wtT?)h = _p + + Rh - (l-e
gah

(16)

The total flux through the base of the J--th layer F 1 is then

2R

w'T') =F(t) (
_

P +
(l-eJ) 2nue'J

(17)-
gaza

where the insolation at the mixed layer base R is again neglected.
J

When insufficient energy is available for mixing, (17) gives an un-

realistic positive value indicating upward heat flux into the mixed

layer; in this case (14) is used with zk replaced by z. to obtain

the heat flux. In other words, if a downward heat flux (entrainment)

does not occur at the model behaves exactly like DIFF. The OGCM

layer temperature can be found using (15), however in the case of

convective adjustment the temperature T of the layer z is given by

Q0(t) + F(t)
T(t + t) = T(t) 2

zJ

The temperature of the top layer T1 represents the SST in this para-

met en zat ion.

The Diagnostic Mixed Layer Depth Method (DIAG)

The second parameterization method finds the mixed layer depth

diagnostically. As in CONS the turbulent kinetic energy is assumed

to be constant. In addition the mixed layer is assumed to have

reached an equilibrium in which wind and convective mixing energeti-
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cally balance dissipation, so that neither entrainment nor shallowing

is occurring. Equation (16) under such equilibrium becomes

2 -h 2 2nueO=pB_R0[1_+e (1+)
+ gh (13)

and can be solved for h using Newto&s method.

Figure 5 shows two examples of (wIT')h as a function of h from

(16). Note that as R pB, the equilibrium mixed layer depth as des-

cribed above becomes very large. Thus (18) cannot be used to find h

when R < pB because (w'Tt)
h

< 0 for all positive h. If this occurs

then the heat flux between layers of the OGCM is again found using

(14). If R > pB, however, the flux at any interface within the mixed

layer can be found by linear interpolation of the fluxes at the mixed

layer base and at the sea surface. At the mixed layer base the total

flux is F = -R since (w'T') = 0; at the sea surface F1 = -Q
-h -h -

By interpolation the fluxes at layer interfaces within the mixed

layer are

Fkl (w'Tt) = Rh)zk/h

where Zk is the depth of the base of the k-th layer. The fluxes

through layer interfaces below the mixed layer base continue to be

given by (14). Thus for the case of h < all interfacial fluxes

are found by (14) and the results are identical to the results using

DIFF. The OGCM layer temperatures Tk are given by (15) and the

uppermost layer temperature is chosen to represent the SST.
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The Prognostic Mixed-LayerDepthMethod (PROG)

The third parameterization method uses the prognostic equation

for the mixed layer depth:

h(t + it) = h(t) + Wt

If the initial mixed layer depth is known at time t it can be found

at a time t + tt by knowing the entrainment rate We during this time

interval. If T_h in (6) is known We can be found using (12). In

mixed layer models such as that of Denman (1973) or Kim (1976) T_h

is known because details of the thermocline structure are retained

(see figure 3). However, in an embedded model T_h must be estimated

since an explicit record of the thermocline structure is not available.

The method used to estimate T_h is a weighted average of Tm and T,

where T is defined as
L

k-1

TkZk - Th

(19)

h

and the tthat? layer h is

- h

(see figure 6). The equation for estimating Th is

T-T T -

ThT L+- L

- - T Tm
TL TL+½

T (20)

Li- 2

where
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T +T
TL+1

L L+l
L = 1,2,3 (21)

2

ETL ,L=4

The value of T is restricted to values greater than TL+½. Figure 7

shows T_h as a function of T and includes three other simple schemes

for estimating Th for comparison.

The mixed layer temperature can also be found prognostically once

the current mixed layer depth is known. Using (1) and (5) the time

rate of change of T becomes
m

dT Q -R -wTm_ o -h e

dt h

where the assumption of horizontal uniformity in a one dimensional

model allows the use of the total time derivative. The independently

determined T represents th

completely within the mixed

different T is reset to T
1 m

containing two or more OGCM

SST. If h > z the top OGCM layer is

layer and T must equal Tm; if they are

Similarly, for deeper mixed layers

layers, all layers completely within the

mixed layer are reset to Tm To conserve heat in -the OGCM, TL is then

adjusted to a new value of TL to compensate for the adjustment of

,TL1 according to

L-1 L-1

As in the other parameterizations, if Tk < Tk+l convective adjustment

resets the two OGCM temperatures to their depth-weighted average tern-
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perature. In addition, if is found to be less than T an unstable

condition is assumed and Tm and I are adjusted to their depth-weighted

average temperature and the mixed layer depth is extended down to the

base of the L-th layer.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RUNS WITH THE METHODS

The experimental runs were designed to investigate the character-

istic behavior of SST and mixed layer depth of each parazneterization

method in response to diurnal and synoptic scale forcing, when the

forcing was such that the mixed layer processes were confined to the

uppermost OGCM layer.

Technical information regarding the computational methods used

in these runs is described by Kim and Heald (1978).

Six experimental runs of each of the three parameterizations

(CONS, DIAG, and PROG) were made (see Table II). The first five

runs (Ti, T2, 13, Dl and D2) used hypothetical boundary and initial

conditions. Some runs were chosen to exhibit behavior in response

to wind forcing while others were designed to study convective pro-

cesses. The mixed layer model (KIM) was also used for these runs in

order to have a standard by which to compare the results of the para-

meterization methods. The sixth run (DM) was made to compare the

parameterization methods with actual observations. The observations

used were for a two week long period in June 1970 at Ocean Station

PAPA (30N,l4OW) (Dennian and Miyake, 1973). The values of the para-

meters y, ,
p and K are those suggested by Kim (personal communication)

and are given in Table rn.

The duration of the five hypothetical runs was five days. This

duration was used so that repeating diurnal variation and longer time

scale transient behavior could be recognized. The runs were designed

to have zero net daily heat input, so that changes in daily average



OGCM layer temperatures would be due only to redistribution of heat

between layers of the model (see Table III).

All the hypothetical runs used the same initial conditions of

temperature and mixed layer depth. The initial temperatures of the

OGCM layers were chosen to eliminate the possibility of convective

adjustment of Tk. Thus in CONS J = 1 at all times.

The first three runs were designed to study the behavior of the

para.meterization methods if the insolation were constant. In this

case R0 = R0 where R0 is the daily average insolation. The insolation

is balanced by the back flux (R0 = B) so that the net heat flux into

the OGCM is zero for each individual time step.

Convective Mixing with Constant Insolation (Run Ti)

In the first run (Ti) the response of parameterization methods

to only convective processes is examined. The insolation and back

flux are given constant values of 300 ly day' while the surface wind

speed U is zero in order to eliminate wind mixing.

Both CONS and DIAG (figure 8 and 9) computed an upward heat flux

at -Az1, so that (14) was used in these cases and the temperature T1

was identical to that obtained using DIFF (figure 8). The rate of

increase in T1 is proportional to T1 - T2, and has a time scale which

may be estimated from T "Z2/K where = (Az1 + Az2)/2. This gives a

value of 6.25 x io8 s or about 20 years so that changes in T1 due

strictly to diffusion occur very slowly.

The insufficient mixing energy which caused an upward heat flux
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in CONS and DIAG resulted in shallowing of the mixed layer in PROG

(figure 10). At a mixed layer depth of 50 meters We = 2.62 x 103m s1.

-6 -i
The mixed layer temperature Tm cooled at a rate of 2.9 x 10 C day

due to the net heat loss by transmission of insolation Rh through the

mixed layer base. Diffusion caused T1 to decrease at the rate of 7.0

x l0C day1. As the mixed layer shallowed Rh increased until

dTm/dt = -8.2 x l0C day when h was 25 m. Further cooling as the

mixed layer continued to shallow caused T to become less than T
m

This is an unstable condition since T must then be greater than Tm;

convective adjustment within the top OGcM layer then resulted in

T T T and h + Az . As I and T continued to cool the process
m 1 1 1 rn

repeated itself with a cycle of five time steps. During each cycle

T - T reach a maximum of about .0001 C. This short term variation
m 1

of Tm was superimposed on the long time scale diffusive cooling of T1.

Wind Mixing (Run T2)

In run T2 the influence of only wind stress is investigated using

a value of 7.5 rn s for U . The fluxes R and B are zero in order to
S 0

eliminate buoyancy effects within the mixed layer.

Without the stratifying influence of insolation the downward heat

flux at -Az1 using CONS (figure 12) was

2nue 1

Fl½ gcAz
1

where z has been replaced by Az1 in (17). This flux replaced the

diffusion mechanism and resulted in a linear decrease in T1. Since
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R0 and B were zero in this run, (18) could not be used to find h in

DIAG (figure 13); wind mixing was replaced by diffusion and the tern-

peratures were equivalent to those obtained using DIFF (figure 8).

The results using PROG (figure 14) exhibited a nonlinear entrain-

ment rate. Note that the entrainment rate using KIM (figure 15) was

much less but dTm/dt was larger. This can be explained by the fact

that the heat flux due to entrainment -w T was larer in KIM. The
e

heat flux may be found by multiplying both sides of (12) by -tAT:

3 -yh
2nu e

-pB
+

+ e(i
+ ga

-w tT = (22)
e 1 + c/gaMT

With a mixed layer depth of about 52 in, 1T was about 1 C using KIM,

so that the second term in the denominator of (22) was O(10_2). Using

PROG the value of t,T was about l02C so that the second term in the

denominator of (22 ) was 0(1), and the heat flux was therefore con-

siderably less than the flux obtained using KIM.

Wind and Convective Mixing with Constant Insolation (Run T3)

In run T3 the combined effect of both convective and wind mixing

are examined. The boundary conditions used are R0 = B = 300 ly day1

-1andU =7.Sms
5

Insolation inhibited the entrainment caused by wind and convective

mixing so that in CONS (figure 8) and DIAG (figure 16) insufficient

energy was available to cause entrainment -z1, and T1 was again

identical to that obtained from DIFF (figure 8) in both cases.
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Using PROG (figure 17) the mixed layer depth shallowed rapidly

to a depth of about 32 meters, the approximate diagnostic mixed layer

depth found by DIAG. The time scale of the transition from the initial

depth to the diagnostic depth was of the order of a few hours. At the

diagnostic mixed layer depth the transmitted insolation was quite small

and Tm cooled more slowly than T1 (2.4 x 10C day1 for Tm versus

7.0 x 1OC day1 for T1), so that convective adjustment never

occurred as it did in run Ti.

Convective Mixing with Variable Insolation (Run Dl)

Whereas the transient runs were designed to show transient re-

sponses of the parameterizations to various constant forcing regimes,

the diurnal runs (Dl and D2) were designed to show the response of

the parameterizations to diurnally varying insolation. The insolation

for runs Dl and D2 is given by

-
= -R0rrcos

y-t;)
day

= 0 night

-1
where t = 0 at midnight. In both runs Dl and D2 300 1y day is used

for and B so changes in Tk from one day to the next are due only to

redistribution of heat within the OGCM.

In run Dl, U is set to zero so that only the effects of con-

vective mixing may be studied as was done in run Tl.

Using CONS (figure 19), diffusion occurred as heating during the

day prohibited entrainment at -z1, and the results were similar to
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those obtained using 01FF (figure 18). However, at night entrainment

occurred due to convective mixing (F = -pB), and T cooled more
1

rapidly than it did using 01FF. For the period when R > pB, h was

less than tz- so that the results using DIAG (figure 20) were equi-

valent to those using 01FF for the entire run.

Mixing which was limited to the mixed layer depth in PROG (fig-

ure 21) caused significantly greater

obtained using either CONS or DIAG.

the diagnostic value during shallowi

insolation changed too rapidly for h

cooling of the mixed layer began but

absence of wind mixing. This caused

warming during the day than was

The mixed layer depth approached

ig as it did in run T3 but the

to reach equilibrium. At night

entrainment was small due to the

strong cooling of Tm until it was

less than T so that convective adjustment occurred. In contrast,

when Tm cooled sufficiently using KIM (figure 22), convective over-.

turning resulted in the mixed layer deepening by only an amount h

(see figure 3). However, since PROG does not retain the sub-mixed

layer structure, convective adjustment can only occur when Tm < T

After h deepened to -Az1, using PROG, convective penetration into

the second OGCM layer caused cooling of Tm and T1 and warming of T2.

Wind and Convective Mixing with Variable Insolation(RunD2)

In this run the effect of wind on a diurnally varying mixed layer

is included. The wind speed is 7.5 m s and and B are, as in run

Dl, 300 ly day.

Using CONS (figure 23) the addition of wind mixing increased the
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entrainment rate during the night, although the results showed it to

be absent and replaced by diffusion during the day. Using DIAG (fig-

ure 24) the mixed layer grew to a greater depth than in run Dl, but

still fell short of -z1, so that T1 was again identical to that ob-

tained using DIFF (figure 18).

Using PROG (figure 25) the mixed layer did not shallow as much

as in run Dl because of the additional energy supplied by the wind.

At night wind mixing generated enough entrainment to prevent the

rapid cooling found in run Dl. Since PROG does not retain a sub-

mixed layer history during shallowing, the deepening phase resulted

in a warmer, shallower mixed layer at the end of the deepening cycle

than existed one day earlier. A new period of shallowing and warming

built on the existing state to further warm the layer. The daily

minimum depth (hmn) was the same each day because during shallowing

the mixed layer depth approached the diagnostic value on a time scale

of the order of a few hours. However, the time scale of the daily

maximum of h (hmax) was much longer and was related to the rate of

entrainment. Since h . was constant, the remaining variable initial
mm

condition before deepening occurred (ignoring slow changes in T1 and

T2) was the daily maximum of Tm (Tmax) Each day as Tm became warmer,

T became correspondingly cooler. The results show that T then in-

creased. With h equal to hmjn T was initially 0.0014 C and then

increased toward a limiting value of about 0.013 C several days later.

This reduced the rate of entrainment so that h decreased each suc-
max

ceeding day.



Two 90-day runs were made using PRO

extent of the changes in T and h
m max
max

ditions were identical to run D2, except

zero, so that diffusive mixing would not

26

in order to determine the

The initial boundary con-

that in the first run K was

occur when h < z . In the

first run the time scale of the chanae in h and T was about
max m

max
10 days, reaching approximate values of 40 m and 7.1 C respectively.

The tendency of Tm to approach a limiting value can be understood
max

by referring to (22). For 'T = 0.0014 C the second term in the

denominator is (9 (10). The entrainment heat flux was therefore

dependent on T. Later, as T increased, the heat flux increased and

the mixed layer warming was reduced. The second 90-day run used the

normal value for K of 0.0001 m2s1. After the transient phase ob-

served in the first run, Tm began to decrease at the same rate as
max

T (the daily maximum of T1) and h began to slowly increase.
1max max

The maximum difference observed between T and T reached about
m 1max
max

0.06 C during the initial transient phase. A time series of the mid-

night values of Tm T1 and h from these runs (figures 27 and 28) also

shows the behavior characterized by their respective daily maximum

values.

Simulation of Observed Mixed Layer (Run DM)

This run was designed to compare the parameterization methods

with observations. The observational period was 12 days and was

characterized by strong diurnal and synoptic scale forcing. The

initial observed mixed layer was 20 meters deep with a temperature

of 7.7 C, which were the initial conditions used in PROG. For CONS
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and DIAG the top 50 meters of the initial observed temperature profile

was averaged which gave T1(0) = 7.2 C and h(0) = 50 m (see Table III).

The back flux was held constant in this run also. Since the

magnitude of the back flux depends on the SST it seems preferable to

compute it. However, several other properties also affect the back

flux, such as surface air temperature and surface wind speed. To

show this, typical five-day means and fluctuations for the means of

the properties influencing the back flux were estimated from data

collycted at Ocean Station NOVEMBER and described by Dorman (1974).

Table IV shows the typical fluctuations of each property and the

resultant variations of the back flux (SB), as computed from empirical

formulas (see Wyrtki, 1965; Dorman, 1974). Note that changes in the

back flux due to some variables are the same order of magnitude as

the change due to SST and may therefore be important in controlling

the back flux at NOVEMBER. However some of these variables were not

available from the observations at Ocean Station PAPA. Thus the back

flux could not be reliably determined and was instead held constant

at Denman and Miyake's (1973) value of 80 ly day1.

CONS (figure 30) and DIAG (figure 31) mixed water warmed by in-

solation throughout the top OGCM layer so that the mixed layer

temperature responded slowly to changes in insolation and surface wind

speed. In addition, F11 was usually positive using CONS and h was

usually less than z1 using DLJ, so that the diffusive parameterization

for the flux (14) was used. On the other hand, shallowing of the mixed

layer in PROG (figure 32) restricted mixing of insolation to a pro-
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gressively thinner layer so that the mixed layer became warmer than

T1. The mixed layer depths in PROG and DIAG were in good agreement

when h was small during the day, and reflected the tendency for the

mixed layer depth of PROG to approach the diagnostic mixed layer

depth during shallowing as was observed in runs T3 and D2. During

periods of deepening, the mixed layer depth of PROG was limited by

entrainment of cold quiescent water, while DIAG ignored any pre-

existing thermal structure and the mixed layer grew to large depths.

All parameterization methods showed a warming trend relative to

the observations, which may have been due to several factors. A

cyclonic surface wind field associated with synoptic disturbances

causes a divergence of ocean surface water and consequent upwelling.

The ascent of cold water and its entrainment into the mixed layer

results in cooler mixed layer temperatures than predicted by a one

dimensional model. If this was the case the value of 80 ly day1 for

the back flux used by Denman and Miyake (1973) may have been accurate.

If, on the other hand, large scale dynamics were not responsible for

the difference, then B may have been too small. PROG and KIM were

therefore rerun using B = 160 ly day1. The results showed greater

agreement in Tmi while h changed little because the amount of entrain-

ment due to convection was small.
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V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In most of the experimental runs the forcing was such that down-

ward heat flux due to entrainment did not occur between the top two

OGCM layers. The exception was the run with only wind forcing (run

T2), in which downward heat flux did occur when using the predetermined

mixed layer depth (CONS) and prognostic mixed layer depth (PROG) para-

meterization methods.

The results of the transient runs do not suggest a superior

parameterization method. The sea surface (SST) results obtained

using CONS and the diagnostic mixed layer depth parameterization

method (DIAG) were the same as the results obtained using the OGCM

with only diffusive mixing (DIFF) when insolation was present (runs

Ti and T3). On the other hand PROG responded to both wind and con-

vective mixing but underwent repeated, spurious convective adjustment

in run Ti.

It is also unclear which parameterization method should be con-

sidered superior from the results of the diurnally forced runs [Di and

D2). Using PROG, the mixed layer was able to shallow appreciably when

wind effects were excluded (run Dl) so that the SST warmed significant-

ly more than it did using the other two parameterization methods and

resembled the SST results obtained using the mixed layer only model

(KIM). Using PROG and including wind forcing (run D2) shallowing was

reduced during the day, and diurnal warming of the SST was not very

different from the results obtained using the other parameterization
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methods. However, a spurious longer time scale warming did occur

which was not observed when the other methods were used.

The run using Denman and Miyake's (1973) observations (DM) pro-

vides the clearest indication of a superior paramete±ization method:

the prognostic mixed layer depth method. The shallow mixed layer

depth using PROG allows much more variability of the SST in response

to forcing. In contrast, the SST response using CONS and DIAG is

small due to the large depth over which mixing occurs (the top OGCM

layer) in these methods. Although a gradual warming trend of the SST

was observed, the results using PROG resembled the observations much

more closely than did the results obtained from CONS or DIAG.

Based on the experimental results, the prognostic mixed layer

parameterization method is superior to either the predetermined or

the diagnostic mixed layer depth parameterization methods. The in-

ferior performance of CONS and DIAG is due to their inability to

paraineterize wind and convective mixing in some important conditions

such as strong insolation, weak wind or weak back flux. If, when

using PROG, the mixed layer depth is less than the uppermost OGCM

layer depth, insolation and back flux cause changes in the temperature

uniformly over the mixed layer, while these changes are distributed

over the whole uppermost OGCM layer when either CONS or DIAG is

used. In other words, if arbitrarily many OGGM layers were chosen

to represent the upper layers of the ocean, all three methods might

give similar results because the mixed layer would always be close in

depth to an integer number of OGCM layers. However, an OGCM which is

to be economical for runs of many time steps must have only a few
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layers, with correspondingly coarse vertical resolution of the upper

ocean.

Improvements to the predetermined and the diagnostic mixed layer

depth paraineterization methods are possible. One possibility is to

reduce the uppermost OGCM layer depth and correspondingly increase the

depth of the second OGCM layer. With the mixed layer and uppermost

OGCM layer of similar size, better response of CONS and DIAG is to be

expected. However, the effect on these parameterizations of a mixed

layer which is significantly deeper than the top OGCM layer is uncer-

tain. Another possible improvement is to use a more sophisticated

parameterization for SST. One simple method is to linearly extra-

polate SST at the sea surface through the arithmetic average of the

top two OGCM layer temperatures at the base of the top layer (T
,

-z1) and the top layer temperature at the middle of the top layer

(T1, -½iz1). For given T1½, the SST would then change twice as much

as T1. However under conditions where CONS or DIAG revert to DIFF,

the SST will still only be responding to diffusive mixing. In DIAG

further improvement to the SST can be made by linear extrapolation or

interpolation of (T1, -z1) and (1k, -½z1) to the mixed layer base.

Since the mixed layer depth is the result of wind and convective

mixing, the SST will reflect changes in these processes to a certain

extent. But if insolation exists, diffusive mixing may again replace

convective and wind mixing, in which case the mixed layer depth will

not be availa4le and some other method of finding the SST must be used.

It is clear then that only the prognostic method of determining the

mixed. layer depth results in an SST which is continuously responsive
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to wind and convective mixing when winds are light, back flux is small

or insolation is large.

Although the prognostic mixed layer depth parameterization appears

to be the most satisfactory method when used in a coarse vertical re-

solution OGCM for runs of several days, certain behavior such as the

repeated convective adjustment in run Tl and the slow warming in run D2

suggest the possibility of undesirable longer time scale behavior when

the model is run for longer periods. PROG should be carefully tested

in runs of one or more years and compared to observations in order to

examine its response to the combined influence of diuriial, synoptic

and seasonal scale forcing before being used to predict SST indepen-

dently of observations.



Table I. Summary of methods used to calculate the sea surface temperature (SST) and mixed layer

depth (h) by three mixed layer parameterization methods (CONS, DIAG and PROG), by a
diffusive parameterization (DIFF), and by a mixed layer model (KIM).

SST

CONS Equivalent to top OGCM layer
temperature (T1)

DIAG Equivalent to T1

PROG Prognostically determined

DIFF Equivalent to T1

KIM Prognostically determined

h

Predetermined as depth of base
of one or more layers of oceanic
general circulation model

Diagnostically determined (Monin-
Obukhov length)

Progriostically determined

Not determined

Prognostically determined

cJ



Table II. The experimental runs including types of forcing. The three parameterization methods are
CONS, DIAC and PROG. DIFF is the oceanic general circulation model (OGCM) with diffusive
mixing and KIM is the mixed layer model.

Experimental Runs

Ti T2 T3 Di D2 DM

CONS A,U E A,D,E B,D B,D,E B,C,D,F

DIAG A,D E A,D,E B,D B,D,E B,C[),F

PROC A,D A,D,E B,D B,D,E B,C,D,F

DIFF A,D - --- B,D B,D,E B,C,D

KIM A,D E A,D,E B,D, B,D,E B,C,D,F

Code: A - Constant insolation (R0)

B - Diurnally varying R

C - Synoptically varying R0

- Constant back flux (B)

E - Constant surface wind speed (Us)

F - Variable



Table III. Initial and Boundary Conditions for the Experimental Runs

Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

a)
a)

1-4

OGCM Layer Temperatures

4--' 1-4a)
I-'

0
1-4 i-.
4)0-4

,-., 't 4) 1->' 4) 4-d

>,.'
Cd.

r4

Cd

Cd 4-.3

Cd
i-i >'..
t4-.4 Cd

a) '-'

0

cdIJO
'-4 Cd 0

1.4 '-' 0
t-

L) 0
,-..

0
'-4 s-' S-i

-. s-i ti
'--4 o

ri Cd ,_-. 41)

'-s

0

.- '-'
0
'-' 41) 4-

'T.j In

r4Cfl.
Cd r1

0
Cd .4 4 41) E' r4

P.*
(1)

E

(I) 4''

Transient Runs
Ti 300 300. 0.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 50 120

T2 0 0 7.5 7.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 50 120

T3 300 300 0.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 50 120

Dirunal Runs
Dl 300 300 0.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 50 120 1.

02 300 300 7.5 7.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 50 120

Denman-Miyake
DM --- 80 --- 7.7 7.2 4.5 4.0 4.0 20 287

Notes: 1. For symbol definitions refer to List of Symbols
2. Transient runs: R0 =
3. Diurnal runs: R0 = _R0ircos(2lrt/t*) - day (t = 0 at midnight)

=0 -night
2

4. Parameter values: = 0.2 m, y = 0.05 m1, p = 0.15, n = 3.0, K= 0.0001 m s



Table IV. Typical fluctuations of the heat flux across the ocean surface (back flux) on a synoptic
time scale at Ocean Station November in May. The change in the back flux B due to a
change in one of the variables affecting it (4) is B = Expressions for B/4
are derived from the empirical formulas for B of Wyrtki (1965) and Dorman (1974).

Typical value Typical fluctuation
Magnitude of a typical

Variable
of (4) of

fluctuation of B ue to

M(IBI) (ly day )

Surface wind speed
(m s) 5 5 217.3

Sea surface temperature
(°C) 19 2 145.3

Surface air temperature
(°C) 18 6 185.6

Surface specific
humidity (g kg) 9.3 3 163.9

Surface atmospheric
pressure (mb) 1000 20 13.9

Percent low cloud
cover .5 .4 86.6

0'
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Fig. 1. a. Vertical temperature profile of a typical upper oceanic
mixed layer of temperature Tm and depth h. b. Typical mixed
layer showing turbulent motions with quiescent.stratified water
below,the insolation at the sea surface and mixed layer bottom,
R and R_b respectively, the back flux B, surface wind U, and
the entrainment rate w
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Fig. 3. Temperature profiles of the mixed layer model of Kim (1976) showing a. entrainment,
b. shallowing and cooling (dotted line) followed by convective adjustment (dotted and
dashed line) and c. shallowing and warming. The mixed layer temperature and depth

are Tm and h, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Representation of the layer temperatures Tk and corresponding
layer thicknesses of the four layer OGCM of Kim and Gates
(1978) where k may have the integer values 1, 2, 3, 4 cor-
responding to the four layers.
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The various temperatures are defined in the text and in the

list of variables.
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Fig. 26. Time series of SST and h from run D2 using KIM.
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